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ATLANTA CHALLENGE

C LIENT F EEDBACK
“Thank you. It was a fantastic event. Shawn delivered
more than what’s expected. He is a gem. My team
absolutely enjoyed completing tasks and in so doing
strengthening their bond. I highly recommend it.”
- LexisNexis Risk Solutions
“The feedback has all been positive. We've not done
anything like this in the past and the team felt it was a
good way to get some ideas for how to move past some
of the issues impacting our effectiveness. It gives us a
reference point to refer to and begin dialogue. Thanks
again for the extra efforts you put forth to have the
additional impact.”
- Home Depot
“The team building was great! We got a lot of positive
feedback from our team members. Those who didn't
think they would like this ended up loving it.”
- Zaxbys HQ
“The team has raved about the event. It has definitely
been a positive experience for us to draw upon. It was
especially nice to have two culturally diverse groups
partake in the experience!”
- GE
“We had Atlanta Challenge come in to lead an event for
our group, and it was great! Everyone had a great time,
and it was awesome to just be able to hand everything
off to them. They did a really great job of making sure
everyone was having a good time.”
- Chick-Fil-A

“Thank you for everything you did to make our day a
success. Your time, energy and support were outstanding. It was by far one of our best outings ever!”
- Cintas Corp.
"From all of us at Georgia Pacific we would like to say
THANK YOU!!! You did a wonderful job of helping us
break down barriers, work together and have FUN!
Thank you very much for putting this together and pulling it off flawlessly."
- Georgia Pacific
“Our team decided to book Atlanta Challenge for our
team development day. Everything was very well organized, the team took care of all the details ahead of
time and were very easy to work with. Everyone in our
team had a great time working together and doing the
various activities. Would highly recommend for other
teams trying to plan a unique team outing that brings
coworkers together for a fun and thoughtful activity.”
- Delta Airlines
“I wanted to say thank you very much! Justin was great
and we really enjoyed the approach and his awesome
personality! Hoping to do more in the future!”
- Natco
This was AWESOME, thank you so much, Shawn. The
event was truly heartwarming. The team had a terrific
time, and they were very engaged and happy! We appreciate you and your team.”
- Wits End Productions
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ATLANTA CHALLENGE

S UPPORTING Y OUR M ISSION
Today’s work environment provides many challenges. And for teams and leaders that are

not properly equipped, it can feel impossible to get on top of it. But it is possible to lead a
successful, collaborative, inspired team and take your career where you want it to go.

Who we work with:
We work with disruptive leaders and inspired teams committed to making a more significant impact - but sometimes get in their own way while doing so. They are smart, dedicated, and want to do great things but struggle to align with each other or get to their
top priorities.

The challenges they face:
The energy and commitment of our clients is the very thing they need to learn how to harness effectively. If not, it leads to competing instead of collaborating, staying busy instead
of prioritizing, and being reactive instead of proactive. They often feel like they are merely
surviving instead of thriving, resulting in constant pressure to play catch up rather than
taking things to the next level. The most common symptoms are stress, silos, blame, stagnation, and high turnover.

Where we help them land:
Our clients become more focused, organized, positive, and collaborative. They get the
most important things done, connect with their stakeholders, and deliver high-quality results without getting trapped by perfectionism. Their teams work together purposefully,
brainstorm effectively, and keep raising the bar enthusiastically.

How we get them there:
We help the leader identify their top priorities, develop a strategy, and follow through on
their process. They genuinely own their strengths, identify their blind spots, and learn how
to maximize their performance. Their team comes together to create a culture that brings
out peak performance for the long term, which attracts and keeps the best people.
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ATLANTA CHALLENGE

H OW T O R EACH Y OUR D ESTINATION
To explain our process, here is a metaphor that everyone can appreciate.
Imagine you’re taking a trip and using your phone to navigate.
There are a few core ingredients that you need to succeed.

The Metaphor
“I want to get to my destination.”
• Take out your phone and power up the device.
• Make sure your device has a good connection.
• Ensure your operating system is up to date.
• Install and open up the app.

Our Method
Destination
Activated Device
Good Connection
Operating System
Productivity Apps

“Productivity Apps”

Establish goals based on essential results.
Develop committed and inspired people.
Build effective teams and leaders.
Expand mental fitness, positivity, and resilience.
Increase executive skills to get things done quickly and simply.

“Activated Device”

Executive Skills

Inspired People

The ability to get the right
things done quickly
and correctly.

Staff that are committed to
the mission and to their
own growth.

“Operating System”

“Good Connection”

Mental Fitness

Effective Teamwork

A positive mindset
that supports long-term
success and fulfillment.

A supportive team with
clear communication
and accountability.
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ATLANTA CHALLENGE

F ULL S PECTRUM O F P ROGRAMS
EFFECTIVE TEAMWORK
Think Like A Team
Team RESPECT
Teamwork Quest
Driven To Succeed

pg. 6

Conflict Transformation
Team Strengths Profiles
Team Trek
Furious Birds

RESILIENCE & STRESS MANAGEMENT

pg. 9

Foundations of Mental Fitness
Brain-Fit for Work & Life

EXECUTIVE SKILLS FOR TEAMS & LEADERS
Leader Strengths Profile
Personal Branding
Situational Leadership
Leading Change

pg. 10

Time Mastery
Conflict Transformation
Focusing Teams on the Positive
Leadership Gauntlet

KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS

pg. 13

Building a Purpose Driven Workforce
Thriving Instead of Just Surviving
Cultivating Collaboration

COACHING

pg. 14

Leadership Coaching
Team Coaching

MORALE BUILDING

pg. 18

Some Assembly Required
Charity Networking
Toy Raiders
Game Show
Murder Mystery
Escape Room
Team Networking
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ATLANTA CHALLENGE

T EAM D EVELOPMENT W ORKSHOPS
Think Like A Team

Team Strengths Profile

Your team will gain valuable insights into

This in-depth training and development

their thinking and decision-making styles, and how to

workshop includes a full analysis of each participants'

appreciate and utilize other people’s styles through a

personal HBDI thinking styles profile, giving them valu-

combination of cutting-edge tools, interactive learn-

able information about how they communicate, learn,

ing, and hands-on challenges. Participants learn more

handle stress and more. As a team, they will learn

about their personal strengths, and improve their abil-

how to combine their unique strengths to brainstorm,

ity to communicate, brainstorm and solve problems as

solve problems, and implement decisions more effec-

a team. The application exercises are tailored to meet

tively than ever. We cover a lot of content, but deliver

your group’s needs and dynamics. Includes a pre-

it in a fun, hands-on way to ensure engagement and

event consultation and post-event follow-up.

retention. Includes a pre-event consultation and postevent follow-up.

Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)
In-person: $5,800 plus $20 per person over 10 people.

Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)

Virtual: $3,700 plus $10 per person over 10 people.

In-person: $5,800 plus $195 per person.
Virtual: $3,700 plus $195 per person.

Team RESPECT

Conflict Transformation

Through a series of hands-on projects, can-

Teams often struggle with conflicts at work.

did conversations, and interesting content, your team

Sometimes these conflicts are appropriate, based on

will improve conflict resolution skills, build stronger

tensions that naturally exist between different func-

relationships, and trust each other more. These trust

tions and the need for collaboration. However, when

building activities help create an environment where

conflicts become personal or unproductive it hurts

everyone has a commitment to helping each other

performance and makes it hard to get things done.

succeed and moving the team forward. This program

This program is designed to not just resolve these con-

focuses on creating a team dynamic that is positive

flicts, but use them to make things better than they

and supportive.

were previously.

Half day (or two, 2-hour virtual sessions)

Half day (or two, 2-hour virtual sessions)

In-person: $3,700 plus $20 per person over 10 people.

In-person: $3,700 plus $20 per person over 10 people.

Virtual: $1,900 plus $10 per person over 10 people.

Virtual: $1,900 plus $10 per person over 10 people.
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ATLANTA CHALLENGE

T EAM R ETREATS
A successful team retreat should be fun and functional: supplying the team with both an opportunity

to dig into important issues without distraction, and space to recharge and reconnect. Our fully facilitated retreats provide a powerful framework for team growth, but are flexible enough to incorporate
your content and objectives. The longer the retreat, the deeper we can go with the team.
Team Retreat Content
Every retreat is unique. Your coach-facilitator will work with you to create an agenda that supports your goals and
ensures a successful retreat. In addition to supporting your content, we can deliver modules on:
▪ Vision, Mission, and Purpose

▪ Goals and Milestones

▪ Accountability and Roles

▪ Standards

▪ Culture

▪ Trust

▪ Conflict

▪ Communication

▪ Innovation

▪ And many more

Scheduling Options
2-Day

1-Day

In-person: $15,200 for approx. 12 people.

In-person: $8,400 for approx. 12 people.

Virtual: $9,200 for approx. 12 people.

Virtual: $5,100 for approx. 12 people.

1/2-Day
In-person: $5,800 for approx. 12 people.
Virtual: $3,700 for approx. 12 people.
Includes pre-retreat consultation with team leader, and post-event review with team leader.

Add personal profiles for $195 per person.
Post-Retreat Support Series
Retreats are a great way to reset the team. The challenge is keeping the momentum after the program. The demands of meetings, phones calls, emails, etc. make it hard for teams to fully integrate the new decisions they
have made. The Post-Retreat Support Series was created to help teams keep moving forward on new ideas, accountabilities, and decisions made during the retreat. Each month, your facilitator/coach will meet virtually with
the team for approximately 45 minutes to review decisions, renew commitments, and share additional tools.
3 Months: $1,900
6 Months: $3,500
©2004-2021 A TLANTA C HALLENGE , LLC │ WWW .A TLANTAC HALLENGE . COM │ 404-848-1001
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ATLANTA CHALLENGE

H ANDS -O N T EAM D EVELOPMENT
Teamwork Quest

Teamwork Trek

This is the perfect program for groups that

Teamwork Trek takes your group on an

want to fine-tune their teamwork skills and help the

insightful and interactive hike with thoughtful team

group bond as a team. We begin with the Teamwork

challenges and conversations along the way. We begin

Compass® - a powerful tool that helps participants

with the Teamwork Compass® - a powerful tool that

understand the four foundational elements of a suc-

helps participants understand the four foundational

cessful team. Participants then work through a series

elements of a successful team. The team uses this

of hands-on teamwork activities that help them see

model as they discuss their observations about the

how much more effectively a team can operate when

team as they make their way to the next challenge.

using these key attributes. The group discusses how

This is not an obstacle course. Participants will be able

these ideas can be applied to real-world situations the

to comfortably talk as they travel. The destination is a

team is facing.

more cohesive team with a stronger bond.

3 Hours: $2,800 for up to 25 people.

2-3 Hours at a local park

90 Minutes: $1,900 for up to 25 people.

$3,700 for up to 25 people.

90 Minute Virtual: $900 for up to 25 people.

For larger groups call for a quote.

For larger groups call for a quote.

Driven To Succeed

Furious Birds

In this fun, hands-on teamwork activity,

Teams demonstrate their creativity, tenacity

teams design and build a vehicle from an

and flexibility as they recover an assortment

assortment of materials. They must meet certain de-

of materials that they then use to design and assem-

sign parameters while staying within their budget.

ble an awe-inspiring and effective catapult. Then they

Then their vehicle will compete against other teams to

face off against another team and attempt to demol-

try and outperform them and earn the biggest bonus.

ish the other team’s fortress while furiously defending

But the client has some needs that will not be met if

and rebuilding their own. This event has many power-

teams stay in their organizational silos. Team take-

ful teamwork lessons, all wrapped up in an incredibly

aways focus on how to solve problems in a group,

fun team building with a high energy format.

think out of the box, and work collaboratively.
2-hour activity
In-person: $1,800 plus $30 per person over 25 people

2-hour activity
In-person: $1,800 plus $30 per person over 25 people
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ATLANTA CHALLENGE

R ESLIENCE & S TRESS M ANAGEMENT
Brain Fit For Work & Life Intro

Brain Fit For Work & Life Course

Unhealthy employees cost companies billions
of dollars each year due to high medical costs,
low productivity, sick days and turnover. Based on Dr.
Amen’s Brain Fit For Work & Life course, your team
will learn how to have a more positive workplace, foster innovation and creativity, and decrease sick days,
leading to healthier and happier employees.

Unhealthy employees cost companies billions
of dollars each year due to high medical costs,
low productivity, sick days and turnover. Based on Dr.
Amen’s Brain Fit For Work & Life course, your team
will learn how to have a more positive workplace, foster innovation and creativity, and decrease sick days,
leading to healthier and happier employees.

This workshop provides an overview of the essential
ingredients of a mentally energized, successful workforce. Participants will learn the importance of
“mental hygiene” and simple strategies for improving
their thinking now, and protecting it later in life.

This 8-week program provides a detailed roadmap for
building and sustaining a mentally energized, successful workforce. For one hour each week, this scientifically engineered course focuses on a specific skillset
for helping your employees and team become mentally stronger, sharper, faster, healthier, and more productive. Includes health profiles and personal plans.

3-hour workshop
In-person: $3,700 plus $20 per person over 10 people.
Virtual: $1,900 plus $10 per person over 10 people.

In-person: $15,600 + $20 per person over 30 people.
Virtual: $7,600 + $10 per person over 30 people.

Foundations of Mental Fitness

Mental Fitness Mastery Course

Everyone wants to be happier and more productive, but pushing ourselves harder only
works for so long. Eventually it backfires, leaving us
feeling worse than before. In this enlightening workshop, participants learn the fundamentals for building
a more positive brain, identifying their most problematic saboteurs, and practicing some simple exercises
that they can use for a lifetime to increase their happiness and fulfillment, as well as help others to do so.

Boosting your mental fitness requires building
powerful new muscles in your brain, not just
insight. This 8-week program includes live weekly
team check-ins with your coach, weekly video modules, an exclusive app, best-selling book “Positive Intelligence,” to guide you step-by-step to boost the 3
core muscles of mental fitness. The increased grey
matter in the “Sage” region of the brain is visible in
MRI imaging within two months. The experience is
often described as life-changing.

3-hour workshop
In-person: $3,700 plus $20 per person over 10 people.
Virtual: $1,900 plus $10 per person over 10 people.

Your group coach will facilitate the 3-hour introductory workshop, 6 weekly support calls, and a wrap-up
session to give everyone powerful tools they can continue to use to expand their mental fitness.
In-person: $15,600 + $20 per person over 30 people.
Virtual: $7,600 + $10 per person over 30 people.
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L EADER E XECUTIVE S KILLS
Personal Profiles for Leaders

Time Mastery

This in-depth leadership training workshop

Time is the most precious asset anyone has.

includes a full analysis of each participants' personal

When executives, managers, and up-and-coming tal-

thinking styles (HBDI) profile, giving them valuable

ent don’t have enough time to do everything they

information about how they lead, manage, motivate,

want or need to do, they can start to feel over-

communicate, handle stress, and more. Each partici-

whelmed. We help you get back in control and spend

pant will gain a greater understanding of their leader-

your time in the most productive and strategic way.

ship style, when that works for them, and how to

We take a simple but effective approach to working

make sure it doesn’t work against them or their team.

with clients who feel overwhelmed or that they are

Includes a pre-event consultation and post-event fol-

juggling too many priorities and responsibilities.

low-up with the group leader.
Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)

Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)

In-person: $3,700 plus $20 per person over 10 people.

In-person: $5,800 plus $195 per person.

Virtual: $1,900 plus $10 per person over 10 people.

Virtual: $3,700 plus $195 per person.

Personal Branding

Conflict Transformation

Many leaders struggle to be recognized they

Executives and managers often struggle with

the way they want within their organizations. This

conflicts at work. Sometimes these conflicts are ap-

program helps leaders create a personal brand that is

propriate, based on tensions that naturally exist be-

built on their core strengths, and communicate that

tween different functions and the need for collabora-

brand so that they are on track for promotions where

tion. However, when conflicts become personal or

they can be most successful.

unproductive it hurts performance and makes it hard
to get things done. This program is designed to not

Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)

just resolve these conflicts, but use them to make

In-person: $3,700 plus $20 per person over 10 people.

things better than they were previously.

Virtual: $1,900 plus $10 per person over 10 people.
Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)
In-person: $3,700 plus $20 per person over 10 people.
Virtual: $1,900 plus $10 per person over 10 people.
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L EADER E XECUTIVE S KILLS
Situational Leadership

Leadership Gauntlet 360

Forming-Storming-Norming-Performing

Being a leader is all about leading teams. In

For leaders to see true success they need to utilize the

this fun but informative leadership development pro-

right leadership style for the current needs of their

gram, both current and future team leaders get a

team. From newly formed teams to experienced

foundational understanding of what a team needs in

teams approaching new initiatives, approaches need

order to be successful, and important insights into

to vary. This workshop gives the framework for clarity

their personal leadership skills and style. A series of

on how much emphasis needs to be placed on each

content modules, activities and discussions help each

task and how empowered people need to be to see

participant craft their own action plan for enhancing

the most success. Includes a pre-event consultation

their leadership skills. Includes a pre-event consulta-

and post-event follow-up.

tion and post-event follow-up with the group leader.

Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)

Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)

In-person: $5,800 plus $20 per person over 10 people.

In-person: $5,800 plus $20 per person over 10 people.

Virtual: $3,700 plus $10 per person over 10 people.

Virtual: $3,700 plus $10 per person over 10 people.

Leading Change

Focusing Teams on the Positive

Even in the best of times, change is difficult.

During times of change and uncertainty,

Leaders often struggle with resistance (and

teams need good leadership more than ever. In this

sometimes outright sabotage) when new initiatives

unique program, your leaders will learn powerful tools

are proposed. But if the right steps are taken, and the

for ensuring that their teams are focused, purposeful,

right mindset established, change can be much easier

effective and working together. Leaders will leave the

and more successful. In this very practical workshop,

workshop with a detailed action plan for guiding their

leaders learn and practice the essential steps for cre-

team through tough challenges, and into an even

ating the right environment for change, and how to

better result on the other side.

sustain that change.
Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)
Half day (or two 2-hour virtual sessions)

In-person: $3,700 plus $20 per person over 10 people.

In-person: $3,700 plus $20 per person over 10 people.

Virtual: $1,900 plus $10 per person over 10 people.

Virtual: $1,900 plus $10 per person over 10 people.
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ATLANTA CHALLENGE

E XECUTIVE S KILLS M ODULES
Our library of executive skill modules can be delivered within a coaching arrangement, or as part
of a development series. Call us for a needs assessment and custom program delivery proposal.
Career
•

Develop executive presence.

•

Develop a strong personal brand.

•

Develop an instant career plan.

•

Boosting professional strengths.

•

Be successful in a new role.

•

Build a powerbase of professional relationships.

•

Effective networking with other departments.

•

Foster collaboration across and outside the organization.

•

Creating an effective Leadership Development Plan.

Leadership
•

Create a high-performance culture.

•

Managing and leading upwards.

•

Dealing with difficult people.

•

Communicate simply and powerfully.

•

Influence others with impact.

Performance
•

Take care of the personal realms/manage energy.

•

Think comprehensively about complex issues.

•

Efficient delegation tools and systems.

•

Daily success habits.

•

Expose hidden time wasters.

•

Developing innovation and creativity skills.

•

Effective and efficient decision-making.
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D YNAMIC K EYNOTE P RESENTATIONS
Thriving Instead of Just Surviving

Creating A Purposeful Workplace

We all have a “Monkey Mind” chattering away in our

In a time of unprecedented turnover and challenges

head, but it should serve us, not rule us. Everyone

to retain talent, the secret to having an unfair ad-

performs better when they are thriving rather than

vantage is cultivating a workplace with purpose. Or-

surviving. We can learn to identify when we are oper-

ganizations do this by having a vision that is more im-

ating in “Monkey Mind” and how to step out of the

portant to their people that the frustrations of their

pressure and craving that drives this short-term think-

daily to-do list. Instead of simply being a place that

ing. Then we can re-engage the part of our brain

provides a paycheck and a chance at promotion, we

where our strengths can truly flourish. This allows us

dive into how to establish an environment that pro-

to create results far more rewarding and sustainable

vides meaning, purpose, and belonging. This gives

for ourselves and our teams. In this fun and enlighten-

employees something they can rally behind—which

ing keynote talk, participants will laugh as they identi-

brings out their best. During this presentation, your

fy their own monkeys, and learn effective strategies

group will discover a variety of practical ways to cre-

for improving their mindset.

ate a powerful culture.

What Collaboration Needs

Additional Topics

We all know we need to collaborate, but many teams

Here are some additional principles that can delivered

struggle to do so, or to create an environment where

in keynote format.

collaboration happens consistently. In this thought-

• Making Change Work

provoking talk, we will explore the mindsets, skills,
and structures for collaborating effectively, and take

• Conflict Transformation

an honest look at what really gets in the way - stress,

• Secrets of Personal Branding

ego, and structural barriers to communication. Cre-

• Authentic Executive Presence

ating a more collaborative culture is achievable, and is

• Achieving With The Brain You Have

a matter of survival in today’s ever-faster world.

• Brain Health & Business Performance
• The 4 Mindsets That Control Everything
• Insightful Thinking In The Disinformation Age

Rates for keynote talks are based on duration, timing, group size, and travel.
Please contact us to get a quote for your event. 404-848-1001.
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L EADERSHIP C OACHING
ONE-TO-ONE LEADER COACHING
The coaching process enhances the executive’s existing leadership capabilities, and helps identify and
overcome barriers to performance. Leadership coaching improves the executive’s ability to empower
teams, resolve conflicts, foster positive communication, meet organizational objectives, and develop long
-term well-being and work/life balance.

20 Most Common Leadership Coaching Goals
1.

Build trust.

2.

Exude confidence.

3.

Take appropriate risks.

4.

Become more decisive.

5.

Become more assertive.

6.

Collaborate with others.

7.

Hold others accountable.

8.

Treat others with respect.

9.

Delegate more effectively.

10.

Develop executive presence.

11.

Stand up for beliefs and principles.

12.

Present point of view persuasively.

13.

Become a better coach and mentor.

14.

Build cross-functional relationships.

15.

Link team strategy to business strategy.

16.

Focus primarily on the few critical issues.

17.

Match leadership style to meet needs of others.

18.

Address conflict in a constructive and timely way.

19.

Stand up to individuals who undermine teamwork.

20.

Listen with an open mind before giving an opinion.

Call for a needs analysis and a custom quote for an individual leader or a group.
404-848-1001
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L EADERSHIP C OACHING
Listed below are the primary ingredients of a typical six to twelve month coaching engagement. The spe-

cific elements utilized, and the frequency of those elements, would be determined based on the needs of
the organization, the status of the leader, the teams being effected, and recommendations by your
coach.

Component

Description

Pre-Launch
Research

Your coach will work with you to determine who should be included in the process, what
the outcomes are for the engagement, and suggest the most efficient and effective course
for achieving the results you need.

Personal
Profiles

HBDI Thinking Styles Assessment for each participant. Includes a one-on-one debrief of the
HBDI concept and their personal results. Other profiles can be used if already in use by your
organization.

Saboteur
Assessments

A short on-line assessment that identifies the negative patterns that people utilize when
stressed. Very helpful in helping the leader identify and change these negative (or even
toxic) patterns.

360 Assessment
or Interviews

Rather than the typical 360, we focus on the specific behaviors that are getting in the way
of the leaders’ performance as observed by key stakeholders. Then, these old habits are
turned into new positive behaviors that the leader develops with feedback from the stakeholders and their coach.

Leader
Coaching Calls

1-on-1 coaching calls with the leader to develop consistent growth, ensure that growth is
recognized, and support meaningful change. Calls can be done bi-weekly or monthly.

Mental Fitness
Course

An 8-week course on the science of Mental Fitness - the ability to deal with challenges in a
positive rather than negative way. Consists of weekly training module and a daily support
app. Validated with over 500,000 participants.

Mental Fitness
Modules

On-going specific applications of Mental Fitness on Communication, Conflict Resolution,
Relationships, Sales, Customer Service, Mentoring, and more. Modules are determined by
needs of the organization. Content is reinforced during team and leader coach calls.

Progress
Surveys

Stakeholders complete an anonymous survey at the half-way point and at the end to measure progress and identify areas that need more focus.

Coach’s
Library

Program participants have unlimited access to the coach’s library of handouts, worksheets
and tutorials on individual success, leadership and teamwork topics.
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TEAM COACHING
Our team coaching process helps teams align around a common purpose, establish an inspiring vision,
define clear roles, commit to team accountability, make powerful choices and take consistent action. This
team approach builds exceptional performance, aligns the team with organizational goals, and enhances
team-to-team collaboration.
Teams are at the very foundation of organizational effectiveness and they won’t work without mutual
trust and common commitment to goals. Research in the last decade has shown the superiority of group
decision-making over that of even the brightest individual in the group. But the exception to the rule is
when the group lacks harmony or the ability to cooperate.
Successful teams must work together wholeheartedly, not just get things done. Three conditions essen-

tial to a group’s effectiveness are trust among members, a sense of group identity and a sense of group
efficacy. Group identity is a feeling among members that they belong to a unique and worthwhile group.
Group efficacy is the belief that the team can perform well and that group members are more effective
working together than apart.
There is a direct correlation between harmony and productivity. Harmony in a team creates good feelings that are like lubrication for the brain – mental efficiency goes up, memory is sharpened, people can
understand directions and make better decisions. Good team leaders know how to balance the focus on
productivity with attention to members’ relationships and their ability to connect.
Working with a team coach can facilitate the group norms that build trust and a sense of group identi-

ty for members. These are interpersonal understanding, perspective taking, confrontation and caring.
They can be learned and developed wherever they don’t exist naturally. It may take some time, but they
are too important to be overlooked. By using a coach, each person on a team understands and leverages
the gifts, skills and strengths they naturally possess.

Call for a needs analysis and a custom quote for your team.
404-848-1001
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Listed below are the primary ingredients included in a typical six-month coaching engagement. The spe-

cific elements utilized, and the frequency of those elements, would be determined based on the needs of
the organization, the status of the leaders and teams, and recommendations by your coach.

Component

Description

Pre-Launch
Research

Your coach will work with you to determine who should be included in the process, what
the outcomes are for the engagement, and suggest the most efficient and effective course
for achieving the results you need.

Personal
Profiles

HBDI Thinking Styles Assessment for each participant. Includes a one-on-one debrief of the
HBDI concept and their personal results. Other profiles can be used if already in use by your
organization.

Saboteur
Assessments

A short on-line assessment that identifies the negative patterns that people utilize when
stressed. Very helpful in helping the team identify and block these patterns.

Team
Workshop

A four-hour workshop that provides the foundation for bringing out the best in everyone
regardless of circumstances, and how to create a positive and effective mindset on the
team.

Review Call

A 1-on-1 call between the team lead and the coach to review highlights from the workshop
and refine the action plan and support system for helping the team get the most out of the
process.

Leader
Coaching Calls

1-on-1 coaching calls with the team leader to develop consistent growth, ensure that
growth is recognized, and support meaningful change. Calls can be done bi-weekly or
monthly.

Team
Coaching Calls

The leader and their team come together to review progress towards the team’s goals. The
coach provides accountability, support, feedback, and additional tools as needed.

Mental Fitness
Course

An 8-week course on the science of Mental Fitness - the ability to deal with challenges in a
positive rather than negative way. Consists of weekly training module and a daily support
app. Validated with over 500,000 participants.

Mental Fitness
Modules

On going specific applications of Mental Fitness on Communication, Conflict Resolution,
Relationships, Sales, Customer Service, Mentoring, and more. Modules are determined by
needs of the organization. Content is reinforced during team and leader coach calls.

Progress
Surveys

Leaders and/or teams complete an anonymous survey at the half-way point and at the end
to measure progress and identify areas that need more focus.

Coach’s
Library

Program participants have unlimited access to the coach’s library of handouts, worksheets
and tutorials on individual leadership and teamwork topics.
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Escape Room

Game Show

A great way to have an escape room
experience where everyone plays at
once, no matter what size group you have. Teams
will solve riddles, unravel cryptic messages, complete collaborative tasks, and try to solve the escape before time runs out. Additional on-line materials and app-assisted game play make this a
comprehensive escape room event. Does your
team have what it takes?

This lively team building game show competition gets groups thinking and laughing together. Teams try to earn the highest score
by correctly answering a wide range of trivia
questions, competing in special challenges, and
solving brainteasers. We make the program challenging, but keep it light enough that everyone
can relax, stay involved, and have a good time.
2 Hours

2 Hours

In-person: $1,500 plus $30 per person over 30 people.

In-person: $2,100 plus $40 per person over 30 people.

Virtual: $980 plus $20 per person over 30 people.

Virtual: $980 plus $20 per person over 30 people.

Murder Mystery

Team Networking

In this interactive team building activity,
teams work to solve clues and complete
bonus challenges. In order to win, a team will
need to solve the murder mystery AND earn as
many bonus points as they can. But each team
has different clues and information, so they will
need to work with other teams to successfully
solve the mystery.

This interactive team building activity
gets attendees interacting with as many
people as possible. They will meet people as they
tackle fun challenges, take photos with other
attendees, and other fun projects. To ensure
maximum interaction, the teams will be shuffled
several times during the event (like speed dating
for teams) to allow people to interact with as
many other individuals as possible.

2 Hours
In-person: $1,400 plus $30 per person over 30 people.

2 Hours

Virtual: $980 plus $20 per person over 30 people.

In-person: $2,100 plus $40 per person over 30 people.
Virtual: $980 plus $20 per person over 30 people.
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C HARITY E VENTS
Charity Networking

Some Assembly Required

In this networking activity, your group
will work through a series of challenges
in order to support an important charity. Each
team works to support people going through a
tough transition, whether that is a woman escaping a violent home, a family that’s lost everything, or a veteran returning home. Between
each challenge, the group is completely reformed into new teams, giving participants a
chance to work with a wide variety of people,
and reinforcing the teamwork and soft skills
needed to hit the ground running with a new
work group.

Participate in a corporate charity event
that helps local children in need while
also improving teamwork skills. Teams of 5-11
people construct a project that will be donated
to a local children’s charity. Teams must organize
the different functions of engineering, inventory,
and assembly, while dealing with different restrictions on their communication and departmental movements. This program effectively
merges teamwork skills and breaking down silos
in the workplace with a meaningful charity team
building event.
In-person: $2,800 plus $60 per person over 30 people.

In-person: $2,800 plus $60 per person over 30 people.

Toy Raiders

Our Charities

This intriguing corporate social responsibility activity is set in Egypt, as teams of 8
-10 participants work their way through the archeological site of an ancient temple to obtain
the parts for a child’s toy. The challenges are a
combination of proven tabletop problem-solving
initiatives and mental challenges that will help
your team identify optimum teamwork skills. At
the end of the charity team building, each team
will assemble their toy and get it ready to donate. The goal of donating a completed toy to
charity is a great metaphor for staying focused
on the big picture.

We have relationships with a few core charities,
but you are welcome to work with any charity
you have a relationship with.
•

Georgia National Guard Family Services

•

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta

•

Boys & Girls Club of America

•

B1G1 (International Charities)

In-person: $2,800 plus $70 per person over 30 people.
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SHAWN CLARK - PRESIDENT AND LEAD COACH
Shawn Clark is President of Atlanta Challenge, LLC, an Atlanta-based training and
coaching organization where he develops and facilitates cutting-edge workshops
and coaching for teams and leaders. Shawn has been involved in team training
and executive coaching for 26 years, and established Atlanta Challenge 20 years
ago. He has coaching certifications in Leadership, Teamwork, Mental Fitness, Life

Coaching, and is an authorized Brain-Fit Trainer and Thinking Styles Practitioner.
His unique combination of practical application and fun delivery make his programs a hit with all types of audiences.
Shawn developed the Teamwork Compass,® a powerful process which helps teams and their leaders develop an effective culture of success AND well-being. During his extensive career, Shawn has brought his
engaging insight and inter-action to thousands of companies such as Accenture, Coca-Cola, Home Depot,
and Cox Media. He has also worked with many non-profit and government organizations including the US
Army, Grady Hospital, CDC, American Cancer Society, and many more.

JUSTIN KIER - ASSOC. COACH & LEAD FACILITATOR
Justin Kier is an associate coach and lead facilitator at Atlanta Challenge. He has
been involved in leadership development for over a decade, and spent the past 4
years as part Atlanta Challenge. During that time, Justin has worked with teams
from many industries and companies such as Delta, LexisNexis, Control Southern,
and Chick-Fil-A. Along with Fortune 500 companies, Justin has also worked with
numerous small businesses, church leadership groups, and non-profits such as

Dekalb County Schools and Wounded Warrior Project. He is trained in coaching
methodologies for teams and leaders, and is a Certified Life Coach.
Justin is also an accomplished and dynamic speaker, including on the TEDx stage. He is frequently invited
to speak to audiences on collaboration and leadership, facilitate team workshops and retreats, and lead
events designed to build morale and camaraderie. Drawing on his early career in the education and fitness
industries, Justin brings an engaging and motivating style to the practical applications of building high performing teams and leaders.
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